
At the moment, Mike is not a happy, or a healthy, camper:

His medical scheme benefits 
are depleted, finito, caput

His wallet is literally groaning 
at the list of unforeseen 
medical expenses Mike failed 
to prepare for

At a weekend braai, Mike meets a rather helpful, not to 
mention savvy, broker who suggests he looks into the 
nifty Zurreal Healthcard, the ideal solution to all of 
Mike’s woes. 

One conversation and a quick and easy application 
process later, Mike’s frown was quite literally turned 
upside down with his happy meter going from 0 to 100.

Mike’s Healthcard can be 
used at any medical service 
provider with a point- 
of-sale terminal facility

He’s not tempted to spend 
his healthcare savings on a 
new golf set with the card 
only being valid at medical 
service providers

The Healthcard is not linked 
to a specific medical 
scheme, meaning anyone 
can have one

He can request multiple 
secondary cards for his kids 
and have full control over 
the allocated funds

Mike is now able to ensure 
he’s always financially 
prepared for any healthcare 
eventuality, including those 
goods and services 
sometimes not covered by 
his medical scheme

Mike now has available 
funds to cover his 
healthcare needs when his 
medical scheme benefits 
have been depleted

He earns market-related 
interest on credit balances

He is able to withdraw 
accumulated funds at the 
end of each year

The Zurreal Healthcard is the only one of its kind that allows Mike to 
decide how much he’ll save per month. Best of all, it’s ridiculously quick 
and easy with the card funded via:

A monthly debit order

An electronic transfer

Over-the-counter deposits at any Absa branch

His internet banking fees far 
outweigh the cost of the 
over-the-counter meds he’s 
transferring money for to help 
take care of his Varsity kids’ 
healthcare needs

Internet Banking

$$

How does Mike fund his Zurreal Healthcard ? 

While Mike is online, he can also:

With Mike’s newfound healthcare freedom, he decided to spoil himself by signing up for the unique Zurreal Platinum 
wellbeing and rewards programme where, get this,where, he can earn up to R16 900 in cash rewards

R8 500 for regularly 
sweating it out in the gymUp to R6 900 for undergoing a 

range of annual preventative 
health checks

R1 500 for participating in 
selected sporting events

Here’s how:

Want to enjoy true healthcare freedom and unique rewards like 
Mike and his family?
Visit www.healthcard.co.za or call Zurreal Healthcard on 011 796 6464 for more information now.
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Activate his card via a secure portal

View transaction statements

Change his PIN

Block a card should one of the apples 
of his eye misplace their card
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A convenient mobisite allows Mike even more convenience at the swipe of a finger as he:

Activates his card(s)

Enquires about his available balance

Accesses mini statements

Reports a lost or stolen card
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An annual R3 500 
education bursary while 
his kids finish up their 
studies at a registered 
South African tertiary 
institution  


